
REFLECT RECONCILIATION 
ACTION PLAN
ISPT’s commitment to First Nations peoples
Launched in February 2022 our Reflect Reconciliation Action Plan or RAP guides our  
efforts against the four pillars of Relationships, Respect, Opportunities and Governance.

ISPT’s inaugural Reflect RAP is a promise to listen to, learn from, and work with and for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples on positive, real-life steps toward a more 
reconciled Australia.

We’re proud to join a growing number of organisations taking part in the RAP program  
and making a genuine and meaningful contribution to reconciliation in Australia.

 
We’ve made great progress
By June 2022 we completed 32 of 50 specific deliverables recommended by 
Reconciliation Australia for our Reflect RAP. We’ll continue to work toward progressing 
the plan, and going further. 
 
Reconciliation is one of the focus areas 
of ISPT’s ESG strategy
With a 2025 Flag on the Hill target to ‘embed Indigenous reconciliation, inclusion and 
diversity principles into all business processes and operations’. Advancing our RAP will  
be foundational in achieving this important target.

RECONCILIATION 
IN ACTION FY2022

‘Invested in all, the richer we grow’.  
Artwork by Wakka Wakka artist, David Williams.

https://ispt.net.au/esg/strategy


RELATIONSHIPS
KARI
We’ve worked together with KARI, Australia’s largest  
foster care agency, since 2016. This innovative and  
successful Aboriginal enterprise is committed to a better 
future for Aboriginal children, families and communities.

We’ve recently extended our support of the KARI Indigenous 
Leadership program for another three years. The program 
helps raise the profile of Aboriginal leaders by closing the  
gap between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal employment 
and education outcomes.

NATIONAL GALLERY
In an exhibition spanning March-July 2022, we partnered 
with the National Gallery to celebrate contemporary First 
Nation’s culture through the 4th National Indigenous Art 
Triennial Ceremony.

Our building communities learned more about the rich 
cultural history of First Nations peoples through talks with 
featured artists, curators and guests across five capital  
cities and 14 ISPT properties.

DEADLY SCIENCE
Founded by Corey Tutt, NSW Young Australian of the Year, 
in 2020 Deadly Science is an initiative providing STEM 
Resources to remote Indigenous schools and communities.

ISPT’s Community Committee supported Deadly Science  
with a $10,000 contribution in FY22, helping them to send 
over 30,000 books and 7,500 boxes of telescopes and science 
kits to remote communities.

RESPECT
NAIDOC WEEK
To celebrate NAIDOC Week, Shantelle Thompson,  
a proud Barkindji woman, joined ISPT for a fireside chat.

As three-time world Jiu-Jitsu champion and NAIDCO 
Sportsperson of the Year, Shantelle’s lived, learned and 
gained experiences educated, inspired and empowered 
our people.

FEEDBACK FROM OUR TEAM
We held company-wide, small-group workshops between 
November and February to listen and learn from our people. 

Taking the feedback and learnings, we have identified key 
themes and outlined actions against them to help embed 
Reconciliation into our corporate culture.

OPPORTUNITIES
PROCUREMENT
RAP Action #9 is to “Increase Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander supplier diversity to support improved economic 
and social outcomes.”

We’ve made great progress against this action, preparing 
a Business Case for procurement from Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander-owned businesses. Identifying these 
opportunities has resulted in three such businesses being 
shortlisted in the current cleaning tender, and ISPT procuring 
$280k from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander-owned 
businesses in FY22.

APPRENTICESHIP
We are also partnering with CBRE and AG Coombs at Spring 
Place to provide apprentice opportunities in a supported, 
structured program available to three different 1st year 
apprentices over three years.

As we work towards achieving 
our Flag on the Hill target 
it’s important to reflect on 
the progress we’ve made so 
far. These are just some of 
the impressive relationships, 
initiatives and plans that have 
happened this year.
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